Dear Woody,

In order to make the drawing, I would like you to circle or indicate on these prints the elements/components you would like emphasized—THANKS & S P.S. If you would like me to help you on Wed. I can come at noon.
INSTRUMENTATION STAND
(DIMENSIONS)
TABLE III

BOOTHEOOD

AIR CYLINDERS

Haydir

AIR CONTROL

VAC

DISK RS-232

MIDI

DRUM MACHINE

PITCHCORDER

SAWGER

LATER DISK

VIDEO PROJECTION

VIDEO

MIXER

AUDIO POWER AMP

WAVY

TONE/BEAT

TOUCH/BEAT

Performance

Woody Vasuika

Klehn 34, 602 00 BRNO, CECI, RCEPIL, Tel/Phk (48-3) 43-25-10-48
U2 Space
1st floor

Exhibition Space

Shop with a 3-rd floor

Hair Con in ground floor

Square Pilars Concrete

Wall

6 m + 6 m
BROTHERHOOD!
ACTIVE SPACE FRONT

TABLE III

TOP SCREEN

TOP SCREEN 312 CM

SCREEN NORTH

TABLE TOP 104 CM

OPTICAL CENTER 112 CM

SUSPENSION GRID

SPEAKERS/LIGHTS/SCREEN

INSTRUMENT BACK

400 TO 600 CM

SCREEN WEST

SCREEN EAST

WOODY
UPDATE MAY 95
BROTHERHOOD:
ACTIVE SPACE TOP

TABLE II

POWER

WOODY
UPDATE MAY 95